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Stichting AAP (APE Foundation), Cartridge unfriendly fax. Silver Lamp ADCN 2003.

Stichting AAP (APE Foundation)
In 2001 we won the ‘Jongenhonden’ (Dutch Young Dogs) pitch for Stichting AAP. We were asked to
develop a campaign in print (min. 3 ads) to tell businesses that they should recycle their print-, fax- and
copier cartridges by sending them to Stichting AAP. With the benefits Stichting AAP would finance the
shelter of exotic animals, mostly monkeys and apes.
So why not literally make a print campaign...? An 8-pages black fax in which we would explain the
campaign. By sending it to large companies, it would drain the fax cartridge. In 2002 we did exactly that,
but now for real. And eventually also won an ADCN lamp (Art Directors Club Netherlands) with it.
Copy: Ape in distress. And you can help. Actually you’re doing just that right now. As soon as your
print-, fax- or copier cartridges are empty, don’t throw them away. But send them to Stichting AAP. We’ll
take care of recycling and with the benefits you’ll support Stichting AAP. Stichting AAP takes care of
maltreated, neglected and lonely apes and other exotic spiecies. We take care of housing and relocation
in a better environment. Send your cartridges to <address>
As mentioned a winning case at the Art Directors Club Netherlands.

Stichting AAP (APE Foundation), Cartridge unfriendly fax. Silver Lamp ADCN 2003.

Rij instructeur: ‘Ja ik denk ik stop maar even..want
wat doe je nou verkeerd?’

Amstel TVC, Doom & Dickson Nominated @ ADCN 2005, Shortlist Cannes Lions 2005, Silver Epica 2004, Effie 2007. TVC: vimeo.com/32848771

Amstel Truck
In 2004 we helped Doom & Dickson to win the account for Amstel Beer. The first commercial in the
new campaign was ours. An Amstel Truck gets priority in all kind of situations. Traffic control opens a
special lane for the truck. On a ferry, cars already on it, have to back up to make room for the truck, no
speeding ticket for the truck, road workers make sure the truck can pass, a marathon stops when the
truck passes by. Just to make sure it arrives on time. At the last scene a driving instructor hits the brakes
and asks his pupil ‘What are you doing wrong?’ The truck clearly has no priority, but since it’s an Amstel
Truck, it has...
Nominated and awarded in national and worldwide advertising awardshows.

Amstel TVC, Doom & Dickson Nominated @ ADCN 2005, Shortlist Cannes Lions 2005, Silver Epica 2004, Effie 2007. TVC: vimeo.com/32848771

Amstel Swanck, Doom & Dickson Nominated @ ADCN 2005, Shortlist Cannes Lions 2005, Silver Epica 2004, Effie 2007.

Amstel Cityplan
On a construction canvas there’s the citymap for that particular area printed saying ‘You are here’.
Underneath we read ‘But why?’ On the map all Amstel pubs in the area are printed. Nominated and
awarded in national and worldwide advertising awardshows.

Amstel Swanck, Doom & Dickson Nominated @ ADCN 2005, Shortlist Cannes Lions 2005, Silver Epica 2004, Effie 2007.

Div. guerrilla: Poledance Academy, dogshelter, Bob’s Saloon. Nominated at several national & international Awardshows.

Div. guerrilla: Self promo ad @ ADCN, Potters & Subway. Nominated at several national & international Awardshows.

Guerrilla diverse
Stickers in trams and metro’s for Poledance Academy. You’ve got it! That pole dance swing. For a course
go to www.paaldans.nl. Nowadays we would have made a candid camera film to promote it on Social
Media and get free exposure. Same goes for:
Dog Shelter Amsterdam. In Amsterdam there are tiles addressing dog owners to let the dog do their
droppings in the ‘Goot’, Translated it says ‘dog in the gutter’(dog in misery). We spraypainted the tiles
underneath with the text ‘Come and get one at the Dogshelter.
There are ‘saloon door’ like tram poles in Amsterdam. Excellent advertising space for Bob’s Saloon.
During the viewing of the entered work for ADCN awards, we entered a Self Promo ad which we placed
only once in the cheapest magazine available. Therefore we had the chance to enter the ad ourselves.
Addressing Creative Directors present at the viewings, not the audience of the magazine.
Potters, some sort of old fashioned mint (since 1937) we had to address youth. With stickers and posters
on half pipes, subway entrance, on the blowdryer in pubs and clubs etc. we asked them to think of an old
fashioned name for modern things. And win an iPod (pocket gramophone).
And when eating the Low Fat Fast Food at Subway, You’d better be warned for obstacles you can easily
fall through. Like a manhole cover. So we did on the covers and on posters in the neighbourhood.

Div. guerrilla. Self promo ad @ ADCN, Potters & Subway. Nominated at several national & international Awardshows.

Campaign for Ministry of Traffic, Publicis Amsterdam SAN Accent 2008. Casefilm: vimeo.com/52968499

Campaign for Ministry of Traffic, Publicis Amsterdam SAN Accent 2008. Casefilm: vimeo.com/52968499

VanAnaarBeter - Ministry of Traffic
There’s a lot you can do to prevent traffic jams to occur. Just by adjusting your behaviour on the road. In
this campaign (TV, radio, online, social, outdoor etc) we compare driving habits with topsports. And show
the way we behave on the road.
- Bowling: A man is not only bowling in his own lane, but switches to the other lanes as well. Being a pain
in the ass for the other players. Voice Over: It may seem strange, but we’re doing just that on the road.
So please dont change lanes when it’s busy on the road. That prevents traffic jams to occur.
- Swimming: Just before the start of the race, a swimmer joins another in one lane. Causing them to
almost drown. Voice Over: It may seem strange, but we’re doing just that during rush hours. So please
use the extra ‘rush hour lane’ when open. That prevents traffic jams to occur.
- Marathon: During a marathon everyone is slowly joining the race. Blocking other runners to continue
their pace. Voice Over: It may seem strange, but we’re doing just that on the highway. So please join the
traffic on the appropriate speed. That prevents traffic jams to occur.
- Cyclocross: Two cyclocrossers had a smallaccident but blocking the path for other crossers. Voice
Over: It may seem strange, but we’re doing just that on the highway. So when there’s a small accident
with only small bodywork damage, go to the next parking and settle things there. That prevents traffic
jams to occur.
Winner of a SAN Accent (Advertisers Association Netherlands)

Campaign for Ministry of Traffic, Publicis Amsterdam SAN Accent 2008. Casefilm: vimeo.com/52968499

“Met Wetenschap in Beeld kijk je nergens meer van op.” “With Science Illustrated, nothing will surprise you anymore.”

Campaign for Wetenschap in Beeld (Science Unlimited), Publicis Amsterdam 2009. vimeo.com/32785175 & vimeo.com/32785056

Introduction Science Unlimited Magazine
For the introduction of Wetenschap in Beeld (Science Unlimited) we were asked to make 2 simple
commercials. We focussed on the main article of the first two issues. The possibility of meteors
falling down on earth and icebergs drifting off in the ocean. Combined with the pay-off we developed
‘Met Wetenschap in Beeld kijk je nergens meer van op’ (Reading Science Unlimited, nothing surprises
you anymore), it made two remarkable commercials. People reading the magazine experience a meteor
falling down and being in the shade of a drifting iceberg. Simple but, due to people working on CGI and
other parts of the production free of charge, commercials with high impact.

Campaign for Wetenschap in Beeld (Science Unlimited), Publicis Amsterdam 2009. vimeo.com/32785175 & vimeo.com/32785056

Hertog Jan Brand Activation - The Tasting. Pickle Factory SAN Accent 2012. Casefilm: vimeo.com/54212073

Hertog Jan Brand Activation - The Tasting. Pickle Factory SAN Accent 2012. Commercial: vimeo.com/266714174

Hertog Jan Taste Experience - 360 degree campaign
In 2011 Hertog Jan, a premium pilsener, started a dialogue with their customers and other beerlovers
about two special beers. Beer X and beer Y. During a nationwide tasting, over 20.000 beerlovers tasted
the 2 beers that were specially brewed for the tasting. The beerlovers could vote for the beer they liked
most trough mobile and Facebook. Above that they were asked to come up with the perfect name for the
beer they chose.
The beer with the most votes was called ‘Oerblond’ and was put into production for a limited time.
To communicate the existence of Oerblond, Hertog Jan made a TV commercial, casting the people that
attended the tasting.
During the tasting period, Hertog Jan stayed in touch with their fans, communicating not only about the
tasting and beers X and Y, but also about the other beers in their portfolio, the brewery, the brewers
et cetera. Building up a fanbase that became the third largest one on Facebook. And all that in only 6
months.
Not only beerlovers liked the campaign, but also the SAN (Advertisers Association Netherlands)
awarding it with a SAN Accent

Hertog Jan Brand Activation - The Tasting. Pickle Factory SAN Accent 2012. Casefilm: vimeo.com/54212073

Centraal Beheer DRTV. RAPP - DDB - Tribal Worldwide EFFIE 2013. Casefilm: vimeo.com/80752868

Centraal Beheer online, bannering, direct mail, outdoor, ads. RAPP - DDB - Tribal Worldwide EFFIE 2013. Casefilm: vimeo.com/80752868

Centraal Beheer Direct Response
Centraal Beheer is an insurance company well known for their humoristic TV commercials.
Nevertheless, most of their insurances are closed by DM and Direct Response.
In this new Direct Response campaign we draw attention on some little accidents in and around the
house. Are you insured? For instance when knocking over your coffee over the laptop. Or sitting down on
your sunglasses... In most cases not. But at Centraal Beheer you are.
This is communicated through a Direct Response TV commercial, but also on the radio, in outdoor media,
online and through ads in magazines and newspapers. The campaign was more than succesfull resulting
in a Silver EFFIE, the prize for Effectiveness in advertising.

Centraal Beheer DRTV RAPP - DDB - Tribal Worldwide EFFIE 2013. Casefilm: vimeo.com/80752868

International Brand Activation Bavaria - Selmore Amsterdam 2016. vimeo.com/163984619 & vimeo.com/266655199
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International Brand Activation Bavaria - Selmore Amsterdam 2016. vimeo.com/163984619 & vimeo.com/266655199

Bavaria Ultimate Bar Tour
In 2016 Bavaria introduced a worldwide brand activation. ‘De Kroegentocht van je Leven’. Or ‘The Ultimate
Bar Tour’ in which you and your friends could win a pub crawl that lasts over 3 weeks and in which you’ll
visit 5 cities on 5 different continents. Cuba, South Korea, Kazakhstan, Morocco and The Netherlands.
How cool is that!!
The campaign was mainly communicated through TV ads, but also on social media, outdoor, ads, online
and, of course, on pack and instore. This successful campaign was adapted and converted in a Pokémon
edition and a festival edition.

International Brand Activation Bavaria - Selmore Amsterdam 2016. vimeo.com/163984619 & vimeo.com/266655199
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15 years of BOB
In this famous Dutch ‘Don’t-Drink-And-Drive’ campaign “BOB” is the driver that brings his friends home
safely without drinking alcohol. For the 15-years anniversary of the campaign, we wanted to thank all
BOBs in a spectacular way.
Sober BOB-drivers get a chance to win a backseat-gig from the popular singer-songwriter Douwe BOB.
They were invited by him through Facebook, Spotify and Instagram. Douwe BOB would perform their
favourite personal playlist that they had compilated on Spotify during the sign-up period.
These backseat-gigs were edited and broadcasted live with four cameras and an editing vehicle. They
were shown on Facebook, live video-banners and on live video-walls in the big cities.
The online campaign has reached 8 million viewers and was featured in all national and regional press.
Resulting in a DIA (Dutch Interactive Awards) and a nomination for the SAN Award (results May 30th).

Brand Activation 15 jaar BOB - Roorda Amsterdam SAN accent nomination 2018 - DIA award 2017. Casefilm: vimeo.com/264440509
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